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A MAGAZINE TO COLLECT 
* research and innovation at the service of collectors, scholars and lovers 
* deep studies presented in a simple and clear way 
* several exemplifying images 
* precious graphical layout 
* important international awards 
* incredible results of back issues at the auctions 
* full analytical index for free 

 
 
 
“Vaccari magazine”, six-monthly specialised in philately and postal 
history, first published in 1989. 
Since then, it presents articles about traditional philately, but also some 
“topical” themes, thanks to the cooperation of lovers and experts of the 
subject. 
It is one of the best awarded magazines in the world due to the deep 
studies proposed and its graphical layout. 

six-monthly (May-November) 
pages 112 

format cm 20x27 
high quality glossy paper 

softbound 
colour printed

 
 
 

the new issue of “Vaccari Magazine”, n.63 
available starting from the end of May 

 
EDITORIAL 

 
CORONAVIRUS-19 - Unfortunately we all know it and also in many/too many in person. For everyone it was a 
surprise and those who at the beginning of this “evil” thought that it could be the usual flu cycle had to change 
their minds. Many of us, indeed all, think about the worst and what will still happen all over the world, and not 
only in Italy, hoping that this damn period can end and that we can regain that normality to which we were 
accustomed. I hope that everything will pass as soon as possible and without further difficulties and damage, 
because already those had so far have been many, too many for all humanity. 
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My constant thoughts are first and foremost addressed to the victims, to the many people who have died in solitude, 
and also to their families who have not even had the opportunity of the extreme “farewell” to a loved one. 
I think daily of all those who have worked hard to try to alleviate the suffering of the sick, from doctors to nurses, 
to service personnel, to volunteers, to those who have worked to build hospitals, to all the armed forces, to civil 
protection, including volunteers and pensioners, to all those who have continued to provide the necessary services, 
without ever complaining, carrying out their duties day and night. To everybody my thanks and my great 
admiration for their tireless commitment. 
 
In accordance with the indications given regarding the containment of this pandemic, we have tried to continue our 
activity even if at a reduced regime, because we have an ideal antidote against the pressures and hardships caused 
by the situation and isolation, philately, this passion that can help us to face with more serenity the difficult 
moments, to occupy our minds for a few hours , devoting more time than “normally” we have available for sharing 
even if at a distance. I know that it is not the same thing to meet in person at the many events and meetings, but 
thanks to technology we can stay close even though distant. 
 
With this in mind, because a good reading is a good company, we have made available to everyone number 60 of 
“Vaccari Magazine”, the issue with which we celebrated 30 years of publication: you can find both the pdf to 
download and the browseable version on the dedicated page on our website www.vaccarimagazine.it. 
 
In this issue 63, I personally, in addition to the column dedicated to particularly interesting “pieces” of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and to the one on fakes and forgeries, I wrote some comments on 
correspondences departing from the post office of Pievepelago in the years 1861-1862; I then signed, together with 
Sergio Melotto and Guido Morolli, the study of complicated postal relations in the Papal State in 1859. 
 
I point out that we have two “new entries”: Giorgio De Signoribus and Roberto Reato. The first presents the first 
known date of the Regency stamps of 1943-1945; the second tells the story of the Universal Postal Union. 
 
Lorenzo Carra and Flavio Riccitelli continue their analyses divided into several parts, respectively the postal 
relations between the Lombardy Venetia Kingdom and the Kingdom of Sardinia from the change of the currency in 
Lombardy Venetia to the war of 1859 included, and the regular postal service of L.A.T.I. on the south-Atlantic 
route with correspondence departing from Brazil. 
 
Fabio Bonacina describes the world of the Post in the days of Coronavirus. Massimiliano Ferroni and Luca Savini 
analyse a large number of specimens of cent.30 of Lombardy Venetia and wonder if there is a new stamp not yet 
classified. Thomas Mathà and Roberto Quondamatteo travel between Papal State and Malta in the years 1852-1870 
and Mathà also explains the rural postal service in the Papal State. Enzo De Angelis highlights the details in 
position 78 of Trinacria. 
From Naples we go to Tuscany in 1859 on its path to the annexation to the Kingdom of Sardinia with Gianluigi 
Maria Forti. Heinrich Stumvoll takes us to Venice with the tax numeral postmarks between the Second and Third 
War of Independence. 
Mario Cedolini and Marco De Biasi show a document from Venice to Brescia that creates many doubts and 
perplexities: is it a letter or a double circular? 
Antonello Fumu illustrates the way of Panama in the years 1850-1870. Mario Mentaschi and Giovanni Nembrini 
propose correspondences from Italy to South America between 1863 and 1879. 
Emilio Simonazzi moves from Papal to Italian power in the Rome of 1870. Giovanni Nembrini updates the 
excelsior inviolable envelopes. Fabio Vaccarezza goes around the world in 1940 thanks to maternal love. Carlo 
Giovanardi compares two apparently equal registered letters from Trieste. 
 
With the hope of seeing friends and customers again soon, I wish everyone the best there can still be. 
 

Paolo Vaccari 
May 2020 
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CONTENTS 
Editoriale 
Vaccari Paolo, Segnalazioni di trucchi, falsi o altro 
Vaccari Paolo, Francobolli dell’800 e del ‘900 
Bonacina Fabio, Tempi di Coronavirus 
Carra Lorenzo, I rapporti postali del Regno Lombardo Veneto con il Regno di Sardegna, poi d’Italia 1815-1866 
Ferroni Massimiliano, Savini Luca, Lombardo Veneto. Un nuovo francobollo non ancora classificato? 
Vaccari Paolo, La posta da Pievepelago - 1861-1862 
Melotto Sergio, Morolli Guido, Vaccari Paolo, Le complicate relazioni postali dello Stato Pontificio durante la Seconda guerra d’indipendenza italiana - il 
1859 
Mathà Thomas, Quondamatteo Roberto, I rapporti postali tra lo Stato Pontificio e Malta - 1852-1870 
Mathà Thomas, E i piccoli? Una lettera spiega i dettagli del servizio postale rurale nello Stato Pontificio 
De Angelis Enzo, La Trinacria posizione 78 
Forti Gianluigi Maria, Le vicende toscane nel 1859. Il percorso verso l’annessione al Regno di Sardegna 
Stumvoll Heinrich, I bolli numerali di tassazione di Venezia tra Seconda e Terza guerra d’indipendenza 
Cedolini Mario, De Biasi Marco, Da Venezia a Brescia il 1° gennaio 1860. Lettera o doppia circolare? 
Fumu Antonello, La via di Panama negli anni 1850-1870 
Mentaschi Mario, Nembrini Giovanni, Corrispondenza dall’Italia agli stati dell’America meridionale - 1863-1879 
Simonazzi Emilio, Roma 1870 - Dal Papato all’Italia 
Reato Roberto, L’Unione Postale Universale 
Nembrini Giovanni, Buste inviolabili excelsior. Nuovi ritrovamenti 
Vaccarezza Fabio, 1940 - L’amore materno fa il giro del mondo! 
De Signoribus Giorgio, Prima data nota dei francobolli luogotenenziali del 1943-1945 
Giovanardi Carlo, Trieste: sembrano uguali, invece... 
Riccitelli Flavio, Il servizio postale regolare della L.A.T.I. sulla rotta sud-atlantica 
 
 

AWARDS 
award 2006 - European Academy for Philately 

as the best magazine published in Europe during the year
 

LARGE GOLD MEDAL 
EXPO 2019 

ITALIA 2018 
 

GOLD MEDAL 
FINLANDIA 2017 

ROSSICA 2016 
VIANNA 2014 
ROSSICA 2014 

IPHLA 2012 
HUNFILA 2011 

CHICAGOPEX 2007 
ROMAFIL 2007 

ALPEADRIA 2007 
C7NPLE 2005 

VILLA MANIN PHIL 2005 
GIUBIASCOFIL 2005 
CHICAGOPEX 2004 

TEMEX 2003 
TICINO 2003 

VASTOPHIL 2003 
GIFRA 2001 

CARDINAL SPELLMAN PHILATELIC MUSEUM - USA 1994 
 

LARGE VERMEIL MEDAL 
ISRAEL 2018 

NEW YORK 2016 
PARIS-PHILEX 2016 

NOTOS 2015 
LONDON 2015 

BRASILIANA 2013 
PORTUGAL 2010 

ITALIA 2009 
HUNFILA 2009 

IBRA 2009 
WIPA 2008 

PRAGA 2008 
ST. PETERSBURG 2007 

ESPANA 2006 
WASHINGTON 2006 

NEW ZEALAND LITERATURE EX. 2005 
SINGAPORE 2004 

 
CYPRUS EUROPHILEX 2002 

PHILAKOREA 2002 
HAFNIA 2001 

EUROCUPRUM 2001 
PHILANIPPON 2001 

BELGICA 2001 
ESPAÑA 2000 

WIPA 2000 
PHILEX FRANCE 1999 

BRIANZA 1999 
ITALIA 1998 

SALUZZO 1997 
FORLÌ 1996 

REGIOPHIL XXV 1994 
 

VERMEIL MEDAL 
BRNO 2005 

PACIFIC EXPLORER 2005 
APS STAMPSHOW 2004 

ESPANA 2004 
BANGKOK 2003 

ORAPEX 2002 + Judges’ congratulations 
APS STAMPSHOW 2002 
THE STAMP SHOW 2000 

C5NPLE 2000 
IBRA 1999 

PORTUGAL 1998 
PACIFIC 1997 
CNPLE 1997 
CAPEX 1996 

SINGAPORE 1995 
HAFNIA 1994 

PHILKOREA 1994 
 

LARGE SILVER MEDAL 
HUNFILA 2009 

BRASILIANA 1993 
 

SILVER MEDAL 
GENOVA 1992 
MANTUA 1992 
PRIXNA 1991 
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BACK ISSUES 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
 

www.vaccari.it/editoria/magazine/index.php?_u=_vmarr&SetLanguage=en 
 

Have you missed one of the issues needed to complete your collection? 
Are you looking for a specific article published in an issue that you do not have? 

 
You can have a look at back issues available. 

 
And in case the wanted magazine is sold out, 

you might find it in the section devoted to the 1x1 sale, regularly updated according to availability. 
At present new single issues, some of them sold out, and a collection 1989-2015. 

 
* * * * 

 

 
 

 
THE INDEX TO BROWSE 

from no.1/1989 
Here is the analytical index: 

a pdf file to browse, enlarge, download and print, everything free. 
It is possible to search in it easily. 

http://vaccari.s3.amazonaws.com/vaccarimagazine_indiceanalitico.pdf 
 

* * * * 
 

It is already possible to subscribe to “Vaccari Magazine” for the year 2020. 
 

EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES FOR SUBSCRIBERS 
* 10% DISCOUNT on books 
 (except for already discounted titles and auction sales) 
* Vaccari Magazine on-line FREE (since 1999). Some past issues also available. 
* (valid only with a current subscription) 


